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A Clearer Message on Mobility
The work of the Mobility Task Force has culminated in this final product, to be shared with
ODOT’s leaders, planners and other decision makers engaged in mobility related discussions.
Through extensive discussions and review of current policy, roles and responsibilities and
today’s transportation realities and challenges, the Mobility Task Force developed the following
the key policy messages:

The mobility policy framework is more comprehensive and integrated than
ever.
The policy foundation supports making tradeoffs and recognizes changing highway
system needs. With these tradeoffs comes the need for balance: balancing today’s
needs with tomorrow’s impacts; balancing mobility of some users with the safety of our
most vulnerable ones; and using policy flexibility to make the most informed system
decisions to accomplish the right type of mobility.

Our processes have evolved to encourage decisions and design that are people
centered.
ODOT has regularly adapted our processes with additional insight to improve and meet
the needs of all system users. ODOT recognizes the role of changing community desires,
context and external forces in our processes.

ODOT understands that there is no one size fits all.
Local partnerships will continue to be the bedrock that good decisions start from.
Understanding the local needs and balancing with regional and statewide system needs
starts with these partnerships.

Our measures are not our policy, they are a representation of progress to our
transportation system goals.
V/c is just one measure of many. While it does have
targets that have been adopted as part of the mobility
policy, it is not the policy. Sometimes, partnering
agencies, stakeholders and even ODOT employees make
assumptions about ODOT’s policy position but they are
not always correct. Planners, engineers and other
decision makers should revisit the policy documents to
gain a full understanding of the wealth of policies in
place and consider how these policies can work together
to improve the system. We are improving ways of
evaluating our choices and outcome.
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OHP Mobility Policy 1F addresses
acceptable and reliable levels of
state system mobility with tools to
identify deficiencies and define
solutions. This policy includes
many policy considerations for
mobility of all users. While there
are v/c targets included, the policy
requires decision makers to balance
many competing objectives and
consider potential impacts and
outcomes when making mobility
decisions.

The historical way of doing things is not necessarily the new way.
ODOT has evolved considerably since 1999 as have the needs of Oregon. We have more
tools, considerations and policy direction than in 1999 and our processes are more
robust and inclusive. We are continuously improving our policy implementation and
discussion processes to combine an evolving understanding of mobility and other goals.

All mobility matters.
Some may read ODOT’s mobility related policies and conclude that only auto mobility
matters. That is false. The very first policy in the Oregon Transportation Plan (OTP)
addresses multimodal mobility needs. This policy must be reflected in our plans and
design decisions. ODOT has more flexibility and discretion that many may be aware of
and mobility means more than just auto mobility. The mobility policy is just one part of
a larger policy fabric that addresses other concerns. Additionally, the mobility specific
policies cover all modes and mobility is addressed in all modal plans, not simply the
Oregon Highway Plan (OHP). The mobility needs of bicycles, pedestrians and other
modes are outlined in the modal plans and weigh equally to the OHP mobility policy.

Mobility isn’t the only thing that matters.
Mobility is important but so is safety, sustainability, equity and accessibility. All policies
need to be considered together to achieve agency goals and to balance statewide
function and community context. OHP Goal 1G (Major Improvements) requires that all
options be considered, encouraging ODOT to think beyond capacity improvements,
adding capacity as the last option.

Climate
Access

Mobility

Oregon’s
Transportation
Outcomes

Equity

Safety

Economy

Oregon’s transportation outcomes are achievable when all goals areas are treated equally. These goals
shouldn’t be pitted against another but rather solutions should seek to achieve more than one goal.
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Preface
Oregon’s state highways are the link to community, economy, education, recreation and
commerce. These highways serve statewide and regional needs and sometimes serve local
needs. As Oregon has grown over the past decades, the highways have also sometimes served
as a point of conflict for varying mobility needs and community desires. Mobility related
decisions are sometimes the most challenging for ODOT and with resources becoming more
and more scarce, mobility will more often go beyond discussions of balance to those of
tradeoffs.
Mobility is a product of resource delivery: roadway design resources, staff resources and
maintenance resources. Each day, ODOT makes critical tradeoff decisions when it comes to
mobility on the system. And more and more, ODOT’s planners, engineers and decisions makers
are faced with greater challenges in balancing mobility with other statewide goals such as
equity, accessibility and climate impacts.
With declining funding resources, ODOT chooses between system preservation, maintenance
and construction on some segments over others. The need to prioritize some investments over
others is greater than ever and mobility is at the heart of these decisions.
At the same time, there is growing recognition and understanding that past policy and
investment decisions at the state and local levels have negatively impacted vulnerable and
disadvantaged groups. ODOT’s mobility decisions today must balance all these needs and make
tradeoff decisions.

1. Background
Mobility policy questions arise at the local, regional and state level. Mobility related decisions
are made by various units within ODOT. Lack of clarity on policy objectives has resulted in
unintended consequences and inconsistent mobility related messaging. The mobility policy is
rooted in the statewide transportation plans but different interpretations and evolution over
time have led to the need for a revisit of the policy plans, related mobility policies and how
implementation is carried out by ODOT.
In effort to identify and address gaps between policy and implementation as well as solidify
ODOT’s mobility message and direction, a Mobility Task Force was convened. This effort has
resulted in a series of products including a Communication Plan, Authority Map and Policy
Map. This Policy Map is intended to provide clarity on ODOT’s mobility policies and support for
those engaged in mobility policy related decisions.
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2. Purpose of this Document
ODOT’s mobility policy is rooted in the OTP as well as the statewide modal and topic plans.
These plans, together, form the state transportation system plan (TSP) and lay the mobility
policy framework for planners, engineers and project managers.
With ten modal and topic plans, mobility is woven throughout modal specific policies and
supported with a wide range of strategies and actions. However, pinpointing the specifics of
mobility policy may be challenging for planners and others who implement mobility related
policy.
To address these challenges, this document will do the following:


Establish common expectations on the definition of mobility that works in conjunction
with the Communication Plan.



Elaborate on policy to support consistent messaging that informs individualized
decisions and improves efficiencies.



Provide elements and principles to guide mobility discussions and decisions and
enhance understanding of the mobility policy found in the Oregon Highway Plan (OHP)
and modal plans and improve alignment on mobility related efforts. This complements
the Authority Map.

3. ODOT Mobility Policy
ODOT’s mobility policy is found in the collection of statewide modal and topic plans that form
the state TSP. ODOT’s principal statewide transportation plan, the OTP, Goal 1 is Mobility and
Accessibility, underscoring the importance of these concepts for a successful transportation
system. The OTP highlights the role of connectivity, accessibility and tradeoffs in mobility
related policies and strategies.
The OHP is the primary plan for state highway system planning as well as the statewide plan
that most closely ties transportation and land use, helping satisfy Transportation Planning Rule
(TPR) requirements. The OHP recognizes that growth will be challenged with very limited
resources and emphasizes good system management, balancing needs, making tradeoffs and
the importance of compact development with the goal of maintaining reliable levels of
mobility.
ODOT’s mobility policy is further defined in additional modal plans including the Oregon Freight
Plan, Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and Oregon Public Transportation Plan. The modal
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specific goals, policies and strategies outlined in these plans provide a refined approach to
meeting Oregon’s transportation goals and weigh equally to those established in other plans.
It is important to understand that no one specific statewide plan addresses mobility entirely
or in isolation. Taken together, the modal and topic plans support mobility policy decision
processes that recognize tradeoffs, address related issues such as safety and accessibility and
attempt to balance all needs for the best system mobility performance.

3.1 OR-Plan – ODOT’s Policy Tool
OR-Plan is ODOT’s primary tool for navigating the myriad of policy plans including modal and
topics. This tool offers users the opportunity to search by key words or phrases and provides
results related to these queries.
Since mobility is a principal topic, OR-Plan provides a short version of the search as well as a
definition. In addition to quick searches, users may search by terms, word or just within certain
plans.

3.2 Defining Mobility
While no comprehensive definition of mobility is provided in Oregon’s statewide modal plans,
common definitions have been presented in various efforts or partly specified in modal plans.
OR-Plan is Oregon’s tool for conveniently and efficiently searching statewide modal and topics
plans and provides a definition for mobility on Oregon’s statewide transportation system that
attempts to summarize information found in the plans and was developed with some
stakeholder review.
OR-Plan defines mobility as:
The ability of all transportation users to travel between destinations with
relative ease. Ease of movement is achieved by keeping the system free of
impediments, less congested, and more reliable. Policies for mobility
include volume-to-capacity targets, Intelligent Transportation Systems,
operational and capacity improvements, and transportation options.
Subcategories include:
 Congestion Management
 Intelligent Transportation Systems
 System Efficiency
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 Preservation and Maintenance

ODOT recognizes that mobility means different things in different settings. Mobility in urban
settings may vary greatly from that envisioned for rural settings. This distinction comes into
play in various instances and scenarios.
ODOT’s Urban Mobility Office (UMO) was recently established with the goal of addressing
Oregon’s growing urban congestion related issues and challenges and addressing past harm
caused by highway construction. The UMO has developed its own mission and vision, built on
the ideas of equity, livability, opportunity and protection. As part of this vision, UMO defines
urban mobility in the following manner:





Urban mobility always has people in mind, first.
Urban mobility creates opportunities for people to move freely
between home, jobs and leisure.
Urban mobility works to understand and address the unique needs of
a community -- whether people drive, walk, bike, roll or take transit –
and helps them thrive.
Urban mobility, when it works well, makes our everyday travel
affordable, easy and effortless.

When it comes to mobility, the quality of the movement that matters. Reliability, safety and
accessibility are important components of mobility for all modes.

3.3 Mobility and the Transportation Planning Rule
Mobility is intrinsically linked to land development and land use. Oregon’s TPR recognizes this
link and is intended to promote a balance between land development and transportation
system impacts. Regarding mobility, TPR Section 0060 is most closely associated with ODOT’s
mobility policy. The purpose of the TPR Section 0060 is simple: ensure the planned
transportation system is adequate to support amendments to adopted plans and land use
regulations.
Section 0060 applies to comprehensive plan amendments and changes to land use regulations
(e.g. zoning). It requires that these land use changes be allowed if they are consistent with the
function of the adjacent transportation system.
The TPR does not require adequate transportation facilities be in place at the time of the land
use change but does require a TSP amendment to include provision of the adequate facilities.
The determination for adequate facilities begins with assessing volume to capacity (v/c) for the
state system and has been a point of criticism.
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The OHP was developed to help address the balance between mobility, community, safety and
economic considerations while emphasizing the critical importance of local road networks,
strong partnerships, least-cost solutions and the use of technology to achieve mobility goals.
The land use and transportation policy in the 1999 OHP helps refine the TPR.
Despite best intentions, implementation of OHP mobility related policy led to unintended
consequences such as overemphasis on vehicular mobility, conflict with economic development
goals and missing emphasis on compact or dense land use development. The mobility policy
was updated in 2011 to address issues that led to these unintended consequences.

3.4 Policy Amendment
In 2011, following the passage of SB 795, ODOT and DLCD worked together to address concerns
that the TPR and 1999 OHP policies resulted in unintended and undesirable consequences
when implemented, specifically economic development limitations as a result of mobility policy
and limited focus on non-auto mobility. A Joint Subcommittee was convened and the work of
that group resulted in updated and amended OHP policy as well and TPR modifications.
The findings of the Joint Subcommittee led to a policy amendment. The amended Policy 1F
better acknowledges tradeoffs between highway system mobility and community objectives,
safety and accessibility. These changes provided for more flexibility in mobility considerations
and enhanced the Alternative Mobility Target process. Since 2011, over a dozen AMTs have
been adopted compared to just 3 prior.
The TPR update and related OHP policy update also provided the concept of partial mitigation
for employment lands (where industrial jobs are being created) and the “Multimodal MixedUse Area” (MMA) concept. MMAs are those areas of high-quality connectivity by non-auto
modes with a denser level of development than surrounding areas. These are locations where
mobility v/c standards are not considered in TPR 0060 applications and a more holistic
consideration of mobility is applied.
The updated mobility specific policy can be found here and is embedded into the revised OHP
document.

4. Principal Elements of Mobility
Mobility is woven throughout the tapestry of ODOT’s modal and topic plans. Some policies
address mobility at a broad level while some policies provide specific details for improving
mobility on the state system.
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It is imperative to understand the term “mobility” including the elements that help define the
term. For the purposes of this initiative, the task force discussed the following types of mobility:
Types of mobility
o Personal mobility – mobility that is most often associated with commuting,
shopping and recreation. Personal mobility refers to the everyday movements of
non-freight related users to access goods, services and employment. Users
access the system for short and longer trips and utilize automobiles, transit
vehicles, bicycles, small personal mobility devices (e.g. scooters) and walk.
o Freight mobility – typically viewed as a collective and strongly associated with
economic impacts, freight mobility refers to the ability of a commercial vehicle
(large truck or commercial delivery vehicle) to move through the transportation
system to points of exchange (e.g. ports, intermodal facilities, airports, industrial
zones, agriculture, delivery origin and destination, etc.) that are part of a larger
system of goods development and movements.
o Interurban and urban mobility – the utilization of the statewide system for short
or local trips. Short trips on state highways and National Highway System (NHS)
routes that are meant for regional or statewide travel reduce the capacity
available for these longer distance trips.

What May Impact Mobility
Mobility is a result of system performance and many factors impact mobility, both on an
incident basis and on a regular basis. Factors such as incidents, weather, connectivity and
system access are some examples of what may impact highway system mobility. For example, a
crash on the system during peak hours will likely reduce mobility on the immediate system as
well as connected system elements. Another example, seasonal demands may impact mobility.
Examples such as winter recreation traffic on US 26 or summer seasonal traffic on US 101
around holidays such as the Fourth of July, may greatly reduce mobility for a portion of time.
Accessibility, the ability to safely and efficiently access desired elements of the transportation
system, and mobility are interrelated. For some system elements, the increased mobility of one
mode may reduce mobility, safety or accessibility for others. This type of mobility tradeoff is a
common discussion point in many projects throughout the state.
It is important to understand that the mobility policy provides a forum to have discussions
around the system impacts and tradeoffs. The policy framework supports the prioritization of
other factors (e.g. safety, accessibility, etc.) in some circumstances while recognizing the impact
to mobility on the system.
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What about “Congestion”?
A critical issue faced in the development of the 1999 OHP and again in the 2006 OTP is the need
to address growing congestion with reduced or limited resources. The policies in the plans
encourage system management practices, such as using information and technology, more
often than capacity addition strategies. The OHP also encourages the development of strong
local transportation networks to support state system efficiency and reliability.
What congestion means often varies from region to region and even from city to city. Officially,
congestion occurs when volume exceeds capacity or when an incident occurs (e.g. crash, stall,
etc.) that reduces movement at a pinchpoint. Mobility and congestion are intrinsically linked. As
typically defined, increased mobility, specifically auto mobility, is directly related to low
congestion. When congestion is high, mobility, or the rate of auto throughput, is reduced. This
common facet of mobility does not explicitly address the mobility of all travelers including
bicyclists and pedestrians.
For some, it appears that ODOT practices sometimes focus on or favor auto-oriented mobility
but that is not prescribed in the policy. The OTP and OHP policies address congestion and the
policy framework supports both operational improvements over capacity improvements and
the pursuing of alternative mode mobility considerations and/or improvements as a means to
support overall mobility. ODOT’s design process and guidance documents further support these
approaches to addressing mobility needs.
Recurring congestion may impact reliability. For example, if afternoon weekday peak travel is
routinely impacted by capacity related congestion, travelers will anticipate this predictable (and
reliable) occurrence and plan for increased travel time.
ODOT, particularly ODOT Region 1, must evaluate the level of congestion tolerance and
reliability that is acceptable. With extremely limited funds and feasibility concerns, determining
the acceptable level of congestion on the statewide system and then strategically planning for
needed improvements will be imperative. This will vary by classification, segment and
designation throughout the region and may change over time.
The policy framework supports these types of mobility tradeoff discussions and decisions.
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Other Considerations in Mobility
When it comes to mobility, some considerations or factors are quantitative (e.g. throughput,
design details, etc.) while others are more qualitative (e.g. perceived safety, accessibility for all
users, congestion acceptance, etc.). While it may be difficult to quantify some considerations in
mobility decisions, they are additional factors that should be considered. Some examples
include:
 System connectivity
 Level of Stress (LOS) for various modes
 Variable reliability
 Travel options

What Mobility May Impact
Mobility decisions aren’t made in a vacuum. ODOT understands that decisions about the
mobility of one mode or one part of the system have impacts to others.
Transportation Choices and Equity
Oregon is widely ranked as a top state for walking, biking and transit riding. In a 2019
travel survey of Oregonians, 50% respondents stated they would consider riding public
transit (rail or bus) for their commute if options were improved and/or more plentiful.
Additionally, respondents similarly expressed willingness to walk or bicycle to work if
options were available.
As Oregonians continue to pursue non-auto travel for personal health and
environmental awareness, ODOT’s priorities and projects will impact transportation
choice availability. Again, mobility is often at the center of these decisions as is equity.
Balancing the mobility of one mode with those of another is common in planning and
project design and may have equity implications. Understanding the specific details of
these tradeoffs is still in progress.
It’s important to note that mobility decisions impact transportation choices later down
the line. Identifying the specific tradeoffs during these processes can be challenging.
Often, the interests of those most in need of improved transportation options, personal
mobility or system access are those most often absent from discussions. Oregon’s
Transportation Options Plan provides foundational information for navigating these
discussions and offers policy framework for improving transportation options in mobility
related discussions.
Climate
Climate impacts are a growing consideration in ODOT’s planning and project decision
processes. Research and investigation into the role of mobility and related projects on
the environment and connection to climate impacts is on-going. As Oregon works to
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commonly and consistently apply a climate lens to transportation efforts, a more
thorough understanding of how mobility project related decisions help achieve climate
goals is emerging.
The OTC has stated that it is understood that reducing climate impacts from
transportation is a principal goal. While the goal is for overall system impact to be
reduced, it is important to understand that some segments may focus solely on critical
transportation issues to be addressed, such as mobility, and climate impact may not be
reduced as a result of these specific “spot” efforts. However, the OTC and ODOT
understand that one segment is part of a larger system and decisions on this overall
system will work to reduce climate impacts.

5. Role of Roadway Classification and Mobility
Oregon state highway segments have separate but interrelated functions to meet the mobility
needs of users as well and community desires. The OHP defines the state highway system with
classifications, designations and sub designations to reflect the intended use and related
mobility goals. Every highway segment has a classification but does not necessarily have a
designation. Over time the system purpose has evolved and new designations have been
added. For example, ORS 366.215 led to the designation of Freight Review Reduction Routes.
These routes overlay the OHP Freight Routes and go beyond to include additional mileage on
critical freight corridors.
Highway classifications and designations guide management and investment decisions to
protect system function and aid in tailoring system needs to the surrounding and future context
but only one designation, Expressways, is reassessed on a regular basis.
ODOT’s highway classifications are:
State
System segments that primarily serve statewide and inter-regional movements,
particularly freight movements with limited access. Auto capacity and mobility
are highest on these routes.
Region
Important mostly for regional movement including between regional centers or
connections statewide and or interstate highway; less strict mobility standards
apply.
District
Facilities of county‐wide significance with relatively low speed and low traffic
volumes, serving as connection to rural areas or urban hubs and regional
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highways where mobility may be reduced to better meet community context
and desires.
Expressway*
Used to maintain highway system mobility and provide for high speed and high
volume traffic.
*Expressway are a subset of classifications and indicate highways where vehicular mobility is
considered the priority objective.

Some corridors or routes have additional special purpose classifications that identify these
segments as special or significant purpose.
Sub-Classifications:
 Land Use
 Freight Routes
 Scenic Byways
 Scenic Bikeways
 Lifeline Routes / Seismic Program Routes
ODOT uses designations as overlays to further identify special segments that have unique
characteristics or purpose that should be preserved and are important for mobility decisions.
These designated sections allow for separate functions but interconnected system to meet the
needs of communities and the state system. ODOT designations include:
 Special Transportation Area (STA) – compact area with interconnected local street
networks, low speeds, pedestrian facilities and higher congestion level.
 Urban Business Area (UBA) – located within an urban growth boundary (UGB),
prioritizes local access with emphasis on walkability, clustered building locations, transit
amenities where needed and reduced mobility.
 Commercial Center (CC) – intended for commercial activities, clearly defined area
supported with strong local system connections and regional accessibility, shared
parking facilities, bicycle facilities and pedestrian amenities.
The policy allows lower mobility standards in STA, UBA, CC areas in exchange for higher land
use density, special uses, lower auto speeds, increased pedestrian mobility and increased
accessibility. The 1999 OHP included numerous highway sections with these designations and
many have been added since plan adoption.

Designations and Mobility
Roadway classification provides up-front agreement between ODOT and local government on
facility management (speed, access, design standards, mobility, etc.). Classification is the
starting point for mobility related decisions and v/c targets, found in OHP Tables 6 and 7, are
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closely tied to the primary roadway classification. In addition to system classification, segment
designations also inform mobility related decisions.
ODOT’s highway classification system is intended to foster development of long-range
alternatives when mobility targets are exceeded by providing a hierarchy of purpose and needs.
Implementation challenges arise within certain classifications and a lack of special designations.
For example, NHS, statewide and expressway segments prioritize mobility and mobility targets
are set lower than regional and district highway classifications but problems arise in urban
areas where other factors are important to consider when addressing mobility related needs.
Planners, project managers and designers must carefully balance the mobility needs prescribed
by the classification and designation with growth, land use changes and context. The urban and
rural segment specification, although not specifically defined in the statewide modal plans,
does provide much needed nuance to these processes. ODOT’s Blueprint for Urban Design
(BUD) has worked to bridge this gap for better alignment of highway system needs and local
community aspirations, but still planners and designers may find it difficult to select the design
elements that best balance mobility with community desire and context.
Classification and designation play a primary role in mobility policy implementation. Future
policy work will tackle these challenges but today, planners and project managers have a strong
policy foundation and classification system to enable prudent decision making.

6. Policy Implementation and Application
There is no “one size fits all” for mobility policy implementation. The critical consideration for
mobility related decisions is balancing tradeoffs. With a firm understanding of the policy
foundation, mobility decisions can work to achieve the best balance for each situation.
Planners, engineers and other decisions makers make mobility decisions during three types of
processes:




Long range planning (modal plans, TSP development, facility plans, etc.)
Short term planning (zoning changes, Development Review)
System design, maintenance and operations
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7. Measuring Performance & Reporting
Why Measure Mobility?
Performance measures are tools to gauge system condition, use and progress toward
transportation system goals. Performance measures are intended to improve decision making
processes with supportive data and indicators. They also help evaluate program effectiveness
and help communicate the value of public investments in transportation. Performance
measures come in a variety of forms.
To meet Federal requirements, ODOT must develop system performance measures with
available data and report results regularly. FHWA was involved in the development of the OHP,
ensuring the plan meets all federal requirements. After discussions about which mobility
measures were the best fit for ODOT, v/c was selected as mobility related measure and
identified in the OHP. It is the only measure that has set “targets”. These targets are the initial
tool to identify deficiencies related to vehicular mobility on the highway system. Other
measures may be applied but no others are specifically detailed in the OHP the way that v/c has
been detailed. As such, some interpretations of the policy have asserted that ODOT prioritizes
auto mobility over that of other modes.
Furthermore, the FAST Act outlines a series of performance metrics that must be reported.
These measures focus primarily on freight related metrics that are reported on the NHS, again
giving mistaken perception that ODOT only cares about auto and freight mobility when in fact,
ODOT’s policy structure encourages freight mobility only on segments with freight designations.
On other segments, ODOT urges flexibility in planning and design to meet the mobility needs of
all modes.
Additionally, the Oregon tracks 17 “Key Performance Measures” related to the highway system.
Within these measures, the mobility category includes four subcategories covering congestion,
passenger rail ridership, transit ridership, bicycle facilities and pedestrian walkways.
V/c indicates how much of the highway capacity has been used. Unlike LOS which provides a
range for each level, v/c provides a specific ratio for measuring mobility. V/c reflects the system
hierarchy which matches the highway classification system. The highest mobility level is the
statewide and expressway classifications. These segments have v/c targets that are lowest,
emphasizing the importance of mobility and available capacity. Alternatively, a higher v/c is
acceptable on the second hierarchy level system region and district classifications. These routes
serve more densely developments areas and tolerate higher levels of congestion.
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Alternative Mobility Targets
OAR section 660-012-0060 (TPR) stipulates requirements to ensure that the planned
transportation system is adequate to support long-term plans. V/c is the first indicator to assess
needs and begins the process of pursuing alternative means of measuring. During system
planning processes, targets established in the OHP may be revised through the AMT process.
In the current policy, v/c is only measure with a target. Certain highway segments may not
perform to the target set for that type of section and because solutions may be infeasible or
unacceptable, the AMT process may be used to adjust the targets for the segment or introduce
other measures of performance.
Alternative Mobility Target (AMT) analysis is one type of mobility decision where region
decision makers encounter mobility measures. This occurs during a long-range system planning
or amendment processes such as a land use changes. During the AMT process, it is determined
that a highway segment does not or will not meet v/c targets in the OHP. When this occurs and
a solution to meet targets is infeasible or conflicts with community objectives, the AMT process
is initiated.
AMT is a very specific process triggered by certain scenarios. Most mobility related decisions
are made during project processes other than AMT. Revised OHP Policy 1F encourages the
broader use of other OHP policies to address all the mobility needs of all system users and
balance with community objectives whenever possible.

8. Gap Areas for Further Consideration
Policy and Implementation Structural Support
Project challenges around mobility arise often and there are few analysis networks or tradeoff
samples for ODOT planners and other decision makers to rely on. While the policy is broad,
flexible and supportive of balancing tradeoffs, there is a desire for quantitative metrics but v/c
is the only quantitative measure defined in the OHP. The policy encourages use of other
measures but most others are qualitative in nature.
ODOT’s policy recognizes that there is no one size fits all or mobility “silver bullet.” But the
policy is also too vague to be supportive in identifying considerations in tradeoff decisions.
Further, the tapestry of designations may allow some modes to receive outsized priority of
others in some cases. Some users have clear objectives and measures while others are less
clear.
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ODOT isn’t amending the mobility related policy at this time but is improving the narrative and
discussions about the policy to provide better system results. There is a need for more
connections between policies themselves and between policies and our processes.

SAP
In 2020, the OTC adopted the Strategic Action Plan to serve as a roadmap for their decision
making and ODOT efforts. The priorities, goals and outcomes focus on three priority areas: 1)
Equity 2) Modern Transportation System and 3) Sufficient and Reliable Funding. While not
directly a consideration, mobility and mobility related decisions factor into these goals areas
and vice versa. The connection between current mobility policy and the SAP are being explored
and the SAP will influence future mobility policy. The SAP will serve as an additional guide for
ODOT’s mobility decisions, particularly in addressing equity and building and maintaining a
modern transportation system.

Equity
Equity was an important theme in the 1999 OHP but this topic has been further explored since
this time. Equity is a central theme in the OTP as well as the OTC SAP but mobility policies don’t
explicitly address equity.
Equity and its connection to mobility continue to be a topic of in depth study. Future policies
will better incorporate these concepts to set the foundation for decision making. In the
meantime, ODOT is working to add the equity lens to current decision making processes and
indirectly impact mobility decisions. Recent efforts to add an equity lens to ODOT investment
decisions will support the goal of addressing equity in mobility related decisions and advance
considerations of how best to remedy mobility issues and prevent future harms to vulnerable
and marginalized groups and communities.

Climate
The 2006 OTP noted the role of the transportation system in climate change and need to
protect the environment. A recent Executive Order from Governor Brown further underscored
the important connection between the transportation system and climate impacts. Further
study is under way and will influence the next OTP and OHP. Until those new policies are in
place, ODOT is developing a series of climate oriented tools and factors to help guide
transportation system decision making, including those related to mobility, to achieve the
governor’s directive.
Similar to equity, climate is not directly addressed in the OHP mobility policy and ODOT is
working to incorporate a climate lens to decision making processes. Recently, the OTC adopted
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a “STIP GHG Emissions Primer” that adds a climate “lens” to ODOT’s project funding process.
The lens emphasizes the importance of projects that reduce GHG through diversified mobility,
reduced VMTs and reduced starts/stops. This lens also provides additional support for mobility
related projects that strategically employ ITS and address non-recurring congestion.

More Flexibility and Direction
Despite the flexibility integrated into mobility related policy, there is growing interest in more
flexibility to help reflect changing system demands and needs as well as community interests.
With added flexibility comes the interest in more specific direction, primarily through additional
mobility measures that help address non-auto mode needs and related performance. This
would reduce the auto emphasis that results from having v/c as the only measure to have
specific targets in the policy document.
The BUD has bridged the gap between the current policy and design, providing more nuance
and context options when taking projects from planning to design. This work is on-going and is
informed by a variety in inputs and vice versa.

Classification and Designation Oriented Flexibility
Urban highways are treated different than rural areas but flexibility based on classification and
designation can be limiting when it comes to design, levels of accessibility, modal focus and
connectivity. The BUD was a significant step in bridging the gap between policy and design,
providing a range of contexts accompanied with design flexibilities. But there may be need for
more options when it comes to flexibility within certain OHP classifications and designations.

Better Defined Outcomes
Confusion arises when it’s unclear what ODOT’s desired project outcome is. While there is
ample flexibility, it can be uncertain what should take priority and stakeholder voices may overinfluence these decisions. Additionally, mobility related factors such as reliability, congestion
tolerance and network redundancy play a role in mobility decisions but it’s unclear where
ODOT stands on these issues. A qualitative, comprehensive assessment tool would be useful as
long as it does not make the process too cumbersome.

Modern Measures
Today’s system performance measures are far more expansive than those of 1999 with more
on the horizon. In addition to the need for strong measures of multimodal mobility (work is
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currently underway), measures of system redundancy, reliability and accessibility are needed to
best understand mobility as well as safety, connectivity and system access.

9. What’s on the horizon
SAP Implementation
Implementation of the OTC’s recent SAP in underway. While mobility isn’t specifically called out
in the plan, it is embedded in the goal areas. Equity, climate and access to public transit are
interconnected to mobility.

Policy Considerations for OTP and OHP
The work of this task force and other mobility focused efforts will inform the policy framework
in the next OTP and OHP. Additionally, ODOT will analyze the impacts and implementation of
mobility related policies, specifically those in the OHP. While the OHP addressed the challenge
of mobility with specific targets and has been revised to provide expanded flexibility, the
continued use of the mobility target exception process indicates that need for a policy revamp.
The BUD provided needed flexibility, recognizing that not all state facilities are the same. A
future OHP, with a more holistic approach will encompass a wider perspective than previous
iterations and carefully consider highway classification functions as well as the role of the OHP
itself.

10. Key Takeaways
ODOT’s policy framework is larger than ever. The state TSP consists of ten unique modal and
topic plans. Each plan provides mobility policy with strategies for support and together provide
a framework for balancing tradeoffs in decision making. The policy framework recognizes the
varying needs of urban versus rural systems as well as multimodal users. It also provides a
defined context to initiate implementation discussions. In some cases, the policy may conflict
with other statewide goals. Planners and project managers should understand that the policy
provides flexibility to balance the needs of the current and future transportation system and
foster partnerships with local jurisdictions.
A common refrain often heard is that ODOT only is concerned with auto mobility at the
expense of other system users, community and the environment. Today’s policy framework
strongly supports flexibility on some highway system components, going as far as encouraging
non-capacity type improvements such as advanced use of technology. The mobility policy is just
one of many policy areas and these areas work in tandem to achieve the vision of the OTP.
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System preservation, safety, sustainability and equity are important themes that with mobility
factor into ODOT’s decision making process.
Policy foundation provides for:
 flexible design options
 use of innovative congestion solutions
 strong partnerships for difficult challenges
 making tradeoffs with consideration for safety, non-auto modal needs and
community context.
With a strong policy foundation to determine where system mobility needs are, important
details are in the decision making process. Many factors influence mobility related decisions
such as changing modal demands, seasonal patterns, safety, congestion, funding resources,
feasibility challenges, dwindling resources, local desires, legislative priorities and changing land
uses. Determining the priority of the mobility need can be challenging in this era of limited
resources. It is important to recognize the reality of limited resources and the nature of
tradeoffs that occur.
Design oriented processes are where much of mobility policy implementation occurs. The
following are recommendations for mobility related design processes:





Make mobility decisions during system preservation processes (e.g. STIP “Preservation”)
as much as modernization ones (e.g. STIP “Enhance”).
Apply equity and climate lens to provide additional considerations that may be easy to
overlook.
Explore, recognize and document tradeoffs in project design processes.
For improved planning and design, make tradeoffs with considerations of community,
safety and all users and carry into design.
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Additional Resources
ODOT has long been engaged in investigating, researching and assessing its mobility policy and
best practices. Below is a list of ODOT initiatives, research and items related to mobility:
Mobility White Paper
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Planning/Documents/OHP_Mobility_White_Paper.pdf
OTC Strategic Action Plan
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/GetInvolved/OTC/ODOT%20Strategic%20Action%20Plan%202021-23_FINAL.pdf
OHP Route Classifications and Designations Overview
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Planning/Documents/PolicyBrief_RoadwayClassifications.pdf
ODOT Blueprint for Urban Design
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Documents_RoadwayEng/Blueprint-for-UrbanDesign_v1.pdf
Mobility Procedures Manual
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/MCT/Documents/MobilityProcedureManual.pdf
ORS 366.215 Implementation Guidance
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Planning/Documents/ORS_366.215_Implementation_Guidance.
pdf
ODOT Transportation Modal and Topic Plans
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Planning/Pages/Plans.aspx
ODOT Urban Mobility Office
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/UMO/Pages/default.aspx
ODOT Transportation Modal and Topic Plans
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Planning/Pages/Plans.aspx
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Appendix A – Mobility Communication Plan

ODOT Mobility Policy
Communication Plan
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How to Use this Communication Plan
The mobility policy framework serves as a foundation for long range planning, short term
planning and system operations and design decisions. But when it comes to implementing and
communicating mobility policy, more clarity is needed on key components of mobility and
ODOT needs to speak with one clear voice.
To be effective at meeting agency mobility related
goals and delivering the best possible project
outcomes, effective communication is critical but
often times, communication is the first project
component to be comprised in the era of limited
resources. To be most effective, planners, engineers
and others engaged in mobility related
communication need a strong foundational
understanding of mobility itself, consistent key
agency messages and strong coordination.
This Communication Plan is intended to help those
involved in mobility policy implementation decisions
with day to day communication within the agency and
with external decision makers and stakeholders. This
plan provides information on the contexts when
mobility discussions arise, sets an understanding of
stakeholders involved and the nature of questions
and discussions that arise with mobility.
This plan offers basics on common stakeholders and
provides responses to challenging questions that arise
around mobility decisions and project design. This
plan provides a starting point for having open and
strong discussions about this challenging topic but it is
not exhaustive. It also provides some resources for
more in depth information.

Communication should be:
Clear
Establish a message that is
easy to understand

Consistent
Ensure everyone has the
same message in all
environments

Available
Make it easy to find ODOT’s
message in places like
websites, documents,
guidance

Specifically, this plan does the following:

 Provides specific context areas for mobility discussions including modal
specific messages,
 Identifies key audiences and how to reach them and
 Provides resources for those engaged in mobility related communication.
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Communicating Mobility
Mobility is a complex topic. When it comes to mobility, different parts of the state have
different opinions on the elements of mobility, the importance of mobility and even whose
mobility we mean when we say mobility. The Policy Map provided essential elements of
mobility as well as potential impacts of decisions to other parts of the system or system users,
important components of policy implementation and when to trade off mobility to achieve
other system and planning goals. It can be challenging to understand how to communicate
policy when working with project stakeholders, elected officials and the public.
ODOT recognizes that mobility means different things in different settings. Mobility in urban
settings may vary greatly from that envisioned for rural settings. This distinction comes into
play in various instances and scenarios and messages must be tailored appropriately for each
group.

Common Topic Areas for Mobility Related Communication
Questions about mobility come in from stakeholders (including ODOT), external organizations
and agencies, the OTC and the interested public. Further, the topic of mobility comes up in a
variety of scenarios from policy development to project design. Generally, mobility related
questions about how ODOT delivers mobility fall within one or more of five topic areas:
o Purpose


ODOT receives many inquiries and questions about project purpose
as well as overall system goals.



Planning processes (near term and long-term) often involve mobility
related discussions and decisions.



Mobility is an integral concept in project design but many questions
and challenges arise, particularly around tradeoffs and balance.

o Planning

o Design

o Balance


Balancing the needs of various users on various types of highway
system elements is an area related to mobility that is commonly
discussed.
o Managing Expectations
 In light of limited resources, not all desires can be met on
transportation projects. ODOT continuously works to manage all
stakeholder expectations around mobility.
When responding to a stakeholder inquiry, begin by identifying the primary topic area or areas.
The key message for the relevant topic area provides a starting point for the conversation. From
that point, the ODOT representative can further elaborate based on the specifics of the inquiry.
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Table 1 provides policy language and related messages for each of these topic areas.

Table 1: Communication Messages for Topic Areas

Topic Area

Message

Audience

Purpose

We serve many different customers with diverse desires. Public
Our mobility policy is to relate our design decisions to
Local Transportation
the context, especially the intended function of the
Authority
facility, so the scale of improvements and modal
integration support the transportation network and
community objectives.

Balance

Past land-use and transportation investments in Oregon,
including highway investments, have sometimes
resulted in negative cultural, health, economic, and
relational impacts to historically and currently
marginalized or excluded communities. Our mobility
policy is aimed to recognize and address these
externalities and minimize future impacts.

Public

In Oregon, we use transportation to support our
statewide planning goals. Our mobility policy is to link
our infrastructure with the community context and
state highway system functional classification with the
purpose it is meant to serve.

Region Planners and
Designers

Planning

Local Transportation
Authority
OTC

Local Transportation
Authority
MPO
Modal Committees and
Groups

Design

We seek to match the size of our infrastructure with the
needs we are trying to serve. Our mobility policy is to
fill gaps that interfere with safe and efficient travel
using modes that are best suited for the trip.

Region Planners and
Designers
MPO
Modal Committees and
Groups
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Topic Area
Managing
Expectations

Message
Our customers generally expect to travel when they
want, where they want, by the mode they want and as
fast as they want and are frustrated when we don’t
deliver that experience. Our mobility policy is not to
meet these expectations but to manage them with
clear plans that communicate what we can achieve
based on financial reality and impacts from various
solutions (recognizing that all modes often have
potential impacts to users, property owners and
others).

Audience
Public
ODOT Project Managers
Local Transportation
Authority
Community Groups

Mobility for Each Travel Mode
ODOT’s policy framework offers needed flexibility for implementation that achieves the
transportation vision as outlined in the modal plans. When it comes to mobility for specific
modes, the policy, found in ODOT’s modal plans, is robust and supports decision making that
balances the need of modes. Classifications and designations guide decision makers to achieve
different types of mobility depending on the nature of the segment. When it comes to specific
modes, the policy plans overlap considerably and cover all modes. All mobility matters.
Table 2 provides policy language and related messages for each of the transportation modes.
Table 3 provides the modal mobility expectations based on land use context as presented in the
BUD.
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Table 2: Mobility Related Policy Language and Key Messages by Mode

Mode of
travel

What the policy states

Key Messages

Supporting
plans

Pedestrian

Our policy is people centered.
This means that people must be
able to safely walk on and
across the highway system.

ODOT is continuously
working to improve
pedestrian mobility
throughout and across
the state system.

Oregon
Transportation
Plan

Some segments are
better suited for
pedestrian safety. The
State’s regional and
districts highway should
accommodate
pedestrian mobility.
Bicycle

Transit

Oregon Bicycle
and Pedestrian
Plan
Oregon Public
Transportation
Plan
Oregon Highway
Plan

On-street bicycle facilities
should be connected,
continuous and accommodate
the needs of cyclists. Highway
segments classified as region
and district (OHP roadway
classifications) are better suited
for bicycle trips than others.

ODOT makes decisions
that impact bicycle
mobility in both longterm planning processes
as well as operations and
maintenance decisions.
The policy language
strongly supports
decisions that increase
non-auto usage and
mobility.

Oregon
Transportation
Plan

Transit, in bus and light rail
form, travels on the local
system as well as the state
system. The policy framework
supports transit stops and
pullouts to allow safe access to
the transit system on the
highway system. But access is
equally critical and overlaps
with pedestrian mobility needs.

Ideally, there is a
seamless line between
local and state systems.
Most transit mobility
decisions involve
movement but access
should be balanced as
well.

Oregon
Transportation
Plan
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Oregon Bicycle
and Pedestrian
Plan
Oregon Highway
Plan

Oregon Public
Transportation
Plan
Oregon Highway
Plan

Freight

Freight mobility is critical to a
strong economy. Oregon’s
economy is robust and relies
the statewide system and
connections to local system for
deliveries and reliable
operations.
Freight mobility is prioritized on
freight routes but safety for all
modes is critical. Incidents on
these routes cause unexpected
congestion. To minimize delay
and ensure safety of all users on
freight routes, critical mobility
tradeoffs must be assessed.

Automobile

There is no size that fits all. On
certain highway segments,
including those classified at
NHS, or designated as statewide
highways and expressways,
auto mobility is prioritized.

Expressways, NHS and
freight routes are critical
for Oregon’s economy
and freight movement is
prioritized on these
routes. In some
situations, community
needs will be balanced
with freight throughput.

Oregon
Transportation
Plan

Auto focused mobility
decisions should be
balanced with regional
and community needs.

Oregon
Transportation
Plan

Oregon Highway
Plan
Oregon Freight
Plan

Oregon Highway
Plan

Table 3: General Modal Consideration in Different Urban Contexts, Blueprint for Urban Design

Land Use Context

Motorist

Freight

Transit

Bicyclist

Pedestrian

Traditional Downtown /
CBD
Urban Mix

Low

Low

High

High

High

Medium

Low

High

High

High

Commercial Corridor

High

High

High

Residential Corridor

Medium

Suburban Fringe

High

High

Varies

Low

Low

Rural Community

Medium

Varies

High

High
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Target Audiences and Values
ODOT planners and project managers engage with numerous internal and external stakeholders
about mobility. The table below includes a list of typical audiences and stakeholders that
engage with ODOT about mobility. This list is not exhaustive but does illustrate the wide range
of stakeholders engaged in mobility policy implementation efforts.
Mobility discussions arise with a variety of groups in a variety of forums. The following tables
offers some common examples of primary and secondary groups that engage in mobility
related discussions and common tools for reaching these audiences.

Table 4: Primary Groups and Relationship to Mobility Issues

Group
OTC
ODOT Division

ODOT Internal
Committee
Decision Body

Audience

Relation to
Mobility

Commission and
participants
Oregon Transportation
Commission

Decision Makers
Directs the
department,
prioritizes programs,
authorizes projects
Determining policy

OHP project team

Communication
Tools
Regular Meetings
and Updates
Intranet
Regular Meetings

Regular Meetings

Metro Council

Develop RTP –
Planning for most of
Region 1

Engage in Work
Group
Regular
Communication

JPACT / MPOs

Decision making body
to approve staff work

Advisory Body

TPAC

Advises JPACT / MPOs

Presentations
Meeting
Attendance
Rulemaking
Presentations
Meeting
Attendance

Partner Agency

MPO staff

Prepares work for
TPAC/JPACT and
Council. Guided by
2040 and RTP
Authority over marine
transportation and

Ports
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Presentations
Meeting
Attendance
Presentations

Group

ODOT Stakeholder
Groups

Audience

Relation to
Mobility

Communication
Tools

other modal
connections

Meeting
Attendance

DLCD

Support of
comprehensive plans
and other plans (e.g.
facility plans, etc.)

Engage in Work
Group
Regular
Communication

DEQ

Support of modal
plans and engage in
special initiatives

Engage in Work
Group
Regular
Communication

DOE

Support of modal
plans and engage in
special initiatives

Engage in Work
Group
Regular
Communication

Area Commissions on
Transportation

Advise OTC

Oregon Freight Advisory
Committee

Oregon Bicycle
Pedestrian Advisory
Committee

Modal Committees other
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Regular
communication
Engage as needed
for project and
program
discussions
Advise ODOT on
Regular
freight related topics, Communication
rules and initiatives
Engage as needed
for project and
program
discussions
Advise ODOT on
Regular
bicycle and pedestrian Communication
related topics, rules
Engage as needed
and initiatives
for project and
program
discussions
Advise ODOT on
Regular
modal specific topics
Communication
Engage as needed
for project and

Group

ODOT Division

Audience

Relation to
Mobility

Mobility Advisory
Committee

Advisory to ODOT on
freight related
mobility issues and
projects

Oregon Transportation
Safety Committee

Advises ODOT and
OTC on safety related
topics for all modes

Engineering Design &
Operations

Provides technical
expertise, guidance
and project design for
ODOT
Provides technical
expertise on system
management
Responsible for long
range planning, policy
analysis and guidance

ITS / Operations

Planning

Maintenance

Ensure system is
maintained to meet
requirements
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Communication
Tools
program
discussions
Regular
Communication
Engage as needed
for project and
program
discussions
Regular
Communication
Engage as needed
for project and
program
discussions
Guidance
development
Regular
Communication
Regular
Communication
Guidance
development
Regular
Communication
Regular
Communication

Table 5: Secondary Groups and Relationship to Mobility Issues

Audience

Relation to Mobility

Communication
Tools

Cities and Counties

Comprehensive Plans, TSPs,
Development Review, other
plans

Regular
Communication
Engage as needed for
project and program
discussions
Project meetings
Presentations
Committee
involvement

Local agency committees

Vary by committee

NGOs

Range from organizations such
as the Street Trust
(bike/ped/transit) to Columbia
Corridor Association (Freight);
Oregon Walks; Oregon
Environmental Council, etc.

Press / bloggers

Report on customer
satisfaction, fiscal issues. Some
with ties to advocacy
organizations

Notices

General public

Customers

Project website

Transit Providers

Partner and customer

Project meetings
Presentations

Communication and Outreach Channels
Communication channels are valuable to understand and utilize when relaying mobility policy
messages, particularly around project decisions. The following are common channels used by
ODOT planners and project managers:
 ODOT External
o Commission (OTC) meetings
o Commissioner 1:1 meetings
o ACTs
o ODOT news / Press / Social Media
o Modal Committees
o Project specific committees and public meetings
 ODOT Internal
o Agency Leadership Team (ALT)
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o ODOT News
o Business line communications
External Coordination
o MPOs
 Committee meetings
 Working with staff
o County / City Committees (Policy, Technical, Modal)
o Non-Governmental Organizations (special interest advocacy)
o Consultants
o Professional Organizations and Academia
o Project teams

Resources and Contact
ODOT regular engages in mobility related discussions and decisions, from planning to design
and operations. The following ODOT staff can provide communication information for each
ODOT region.
Region Public Information Officers:
Region 1: Don Hamilton
Region 2: Louis Torres
Region 3:
Region 4: Peter Murphy
Region 5: Thomas Strandberg

Statewide Communications Coordinator, Director’s Office
Shelley Snow
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Appendix B – Mobility Authority Map

ODOT Mobility Policy Authority Map
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Background
ODOT develops policy through the plan development process with extensive stakeholder and
partner agency engagement. Upon plan adoption, policy is then implemented, most commonly
through project decisions at the ODOT Region level. Project level decisions affect the mobility
of users on the system, both locally and regionally. Planners and engineers alike struggle with
mobility oriented decisions, even with the most foundational level of authority and
responsibility. This Authority Map is intended to provide a framework for various steps in the
mobility implementation process.

Goal
The application of mobility policy can be wide ranging and may involve a significant number of
stakeholders, decision makers and important input from technical experts. There is a lack of
clarity about how mobility decisions are made, who is involved and to what degree.
To provide clear information and understanding of authority on mobility related processes and
decisions, the Authority Map will provide foundational information that assists in putting the
policy into reality. This Authority Map is not exhaustive but illustrative. It is intended to provide
high level decision making responsibility information for those engaged in mobility related
discussions and decision making. This document will provide the following information:
 Examples of application of mobility policy
 Overview of who has authority and responsibility for mobility decisions
 Who determines the desired outcomes of mobility related projects
 Who owns mobility policy and who owns policy implementation
 The role of the OTC
 List of which positions should provide input for various decisions
 Others who play a role in mobility decisions

RASCI Overview
A RASCI Model is a tool used by organizations to clarify which groups have certain
responsibilities, roles and tasks in a project or process. The term RASCI is an acronym:
responsible, approval, supportive, consulted, informed.
Mobility policy implementation can be a complex and intricate process involving many key
decisions points. Decisions may straddle the line of long-range planning and short-term
changes. ODOT’s mobility policy implementation processes and tasks fall into three broad
categories:
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o Long range planning: legislative planning actions that have many process steps and
long-term implications. Examples include development or amendment of TSPs,
facility plans, area plans, etc.
o Short range planning: These quasi-judicial planning actions have design implications
and provide measures for performance. Examples include TPR 0060 triggering
amendments (e.g. zoning changes) and Development Review activities.
o System design, management and operations: Largely characterized as the day to
day decisions that try to improve mobility, these decisions use the policy as more
“guidance” to best work to improve design or better manage the system design that
is in place. Examples include engineering design decisions, Transportation System
Management and Operations projects (TSMO), tolling and congestion pricing.
The following table defines the terms and provides additional information about each part of a
RASCI with ODOT mobility oriented policy and projects included.
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Initial

R

A

Category

Responsible

Approval

Description

ODOT Specific Info

These units, groups or individuals have
responsibility for certain tasks or for the
overall task. They are the only ones
responsible for the task but others may
be responsible for other tasks in the
larger process.

In the case of planning related mobility related
decisions, Region Managers and Planning Managers
are most often responsible or the PDAD Administrator
may be responsible (e.g. policy changes).

This position is accountable for the
whole project, process or task and gives
approval. There may be more than one
in some cases based on the nature of the
task or decision.

In the case of mobility related decisions, the approval is
most often provided by the ODOT Director or OTC or
someone delegated by them.

The position of approval may engage at
different points in the process and offer
approval on different milestones in the
task or process.

This group provides resources and/or
data and completes the foundational
work on the project or process and
provides decision making information.

S

C

I

Informed

Examples:
OTC
Director
Administrators
Chief Engineer

Support may come in many forms including discussions
(internal and external), research, analysis, engineering
and policy interpretation.
Examples:
Region Planning Staff
Technical Services
Transportation
Planning Analysis Unit
Statewide Planning Unit

Supportive

Consulted

System management and project design tasks are the
responsibility of the Chief Engineer.

Those in this group provide valuable
advice or specific expertise that
contributes to the project approval and
key decisions but they are not likely
involved in most steps in the task. Buy in
from this group is considered critical for
implementation success.

Mobility implementation tasks may rely on input from
subject matter experts for policy interpretation,
awareness of key requirements and understanding of
statewide goals and/or technical analysis and an
understanding of design considerations.

This group is extraneous and should be
informed of important decisions,
concerns, issues and direction. They are
not engaged in every step of a project or
process and should be informed
regularly.

There are many reasons various individuals should be
informed during or at the end of a mobility related task
or process.
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Examples:
Statewide Planning Unit
Traffic Analysis Engineers
Access Management Engineers

Examples:
Area Managers
Transportation Safety Division
Other ODOT staff as needed

ODOT Structure and Authority
ODOT develops mobility policy and implements policy through system design, maintenance and
operations. Planners, engineers, region project managers and technical services are examples
of units that make decisions or are impacted by mobility related decisions. The table is a list of
ODOT units and positions that play a role in ODOT mobility related processes.
ODOT Unit or Position

Typical Responsibilities

Oregon Transportation
Commission (OTC)

The OTC is the approving body for ODOT. This group may delegate certain
responsibilities and authorities to the Director. The OTC is also the
approving body for all funding decisions.

ODOT Director

The Director is the approving position for certain modal plan amendments,
facility plan amendments, investment decisions and design decisions.

Chief Engineer

The Chief Engineer is the primary approval position for transportation
system design decisions. This position may also be responsible for mobility
related design decisions that require OTC approval.

Assistant Director of
Operations

This position may serve is a delegator role for the Director for certain policy
implementation decisions such as operations and maintenance.

PDAD Administrator

This administrator is responsible for mobility policy efforts including modal
plan updates, policy amendments and mobility related performance
measures.

Technical Services
Center (Traffic Services
Engineer, Intersection
Design, etc.)
Region Manager

This unit provides technical analysis and applies standards to project design.

Region Planning
Manager

This position has some authority for mobility policy implementation but
carries significant responsibility. The RPM informs the Region Manager of
significant decisions and works with region planners, area manager as well
as Statewide Transportation Planning Unit on policy issues. The RPM may
also work with the region technical services unit on project decisions.

Area Managers

Area Managers work closely with local jurisdictions on a variety of project
issues from funding to design. This position has limited authority but has
responsibility for implementing mobility policy.

District Manager

This position is largely responsible for maintenance related decisions but do
get engaged in mobility project discussions. Their support is very important
for mobility project decisions.

Highway Plan Manager

This position serves as the policy level and rarely engages in project design
decisions.

Region Managers are ultimately responsible for all project and policy
implementation decisions and reports to the Director. The Director may
delegate authority to Region Managers.
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ODOT Unit or Position

Typical Responsibilities

Climate Office

This office is responsible for reporting on climate related agency activities
and is engaged at the policy level on mobility. While this unit has limited
responsibility or authority in mobility decisions, the work of the unit is
integrated into related processes such as funding, operations and policy
development.

Office of Equity

This office is engaged in mobility policy discussions and has no
responsibility or authority in mobility discussions.

Region Planner

Region planners work closely with local jurisdictions on project decisions
and work to balance policy, design needs and community desires. This
position supports Region Planning Manager on mobility related decisions.

Region Tech Center
Manager

This position is ultimately responsible for decisions that come from the
region technical center and is supported by tech center staff.

RAME

The Region Access Management Engineer has authority related to access
management decisions and may be responsible for tasks related to access
management. Although not directly related to mobility decisions, this
position is important for project support.

Development Review
Manager

This regional position is responsible for specific development review
decisions. In some cases, these decisions are mobility related and this
position works in support of region planners on mobility related decisions.

Transportation Planning
Analysis

This unit provides technical support and analysis for a variety of traffic
related scenarios and provides modeling expertise. This unit is also
responsible for developing the Analysis Procedures Manual, used by regions
for traffic and development related analysis to assist decision making.

Freight Planning Unit
Manager

This position has limited responsibility related to mobility decisions but
does get involved with mobility decisions on OHP freight and RRR routes.

Active Transportation
Manager

This position has limited responsibility related to mobility decisions is often
engaged in design decisions that impact bicycle infrastructure.

Strategic Investments
Manager

This position has limited responsibility related to mobility decisions but is
often engaged in policy related discussions that have implications for
mobility as well as guidance review (e.g. BUD).
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ODOT Mobility Policy Implementation RASCI Chart
For implementation of mobility policy, the roles of “responsible” and “approval” are very
important but also confusing in some instances. Determining the line between responsible and
approval may be a challenging process for planners, engineers and others involved to navigate.
The following chart provides high level information for these roles related to mobility policy
implementation:

Policy Plans
TSPs
Facility Plans
Development
Review (TPR)
Development
Review (non-TPR)
New Construction
(“Enhance”)
Other (Fix-It)

OTC

Director

PDAD
Administrator

A

R

R

A

Chief
Engineer

Region
Manager

Region
Planning
Manager

R
R
A

R
R
R

A

R

A

A

R

A

R

Other Areas of Authority and Other Authority Bodies
Mobility policy implementation decisions are not made in a vacuum nor is there one or only a
handful of mobility related decisions. When it comes to mobility related project design, system
maintenance or operations or even long term planning document decisions, many entities and
decision makers are involved. The line between authority and responsibility may be blurry and
it may vary from project to project or even within a project.
Other authority bodies include:
 Local jurisdiction engineers
 City government bodies (e.g. council, boards, etc.)
 Federal agencies (e.g. FHWA, FRA, FTA, etc.)
 Mobility Advisory Committee (ODOT body with authority for decisions on some
decisions on 366.215 RRR system)
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Authority Contacts
Mobility policy implementation happens at all levels of project and policy development.
Mobility is foundational in Agency planning applications, design decisions, operational
considerations, and in monitoring and reporting. Examples of these applications are shown
below:
Planning
 Oregon Highway Plan
 Transportation Planning Rule
 System Plans
 Land Use Changes
 Multimodal Measures
 GHG analysis
 STIP analysis
Design
 Highway Design Manual
 System enhancements
 Balance mobility measures
 All modes
Operations
 Tolling
 Congestion Pricing
 System Operations and Management Plans
 System Bottlenecks
Monitoring and Reporting
 Key Performance Measures and Continuous Improvement Advisory Committee
 Federal FAST Measures
 Statewide Congestion Overview
 Region Reports

For those engaged in project or policy level discussions about mobility, determining who has
authority and who should be engaged can be challenging. When in doubt, it is recommended to
bring questions to the Statewide Planning Unit. This unit can help navigate decisions or help
determine who should be involved.
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Planning, Data and Analysis Division
Administrator: Amanda Pietz
Planning Unit Manager: Erik Havig
Statewide Planning Unit Manager: Michael Rock
Freight Unit Principal Planner: John Boren
Oregon Highway Plan Principal Planner: Roseann O’Laughlin
Transportation Planning Analysis Unit Manager: Brian Dunn
Pedestrian and Bicycle Program Manager: Jessica Horning
Region Planning
Region 1 Planning Manager: Glen Bolen (interim)
Region 2 Planning Manager: Naomi Zwerdling
Region 3 Planning Manager: Michael Baker
Region 4 Planning Manager: David Amiton
Region 5 Planning Manager: Teresa Penninger
Technical Services and Mobility Related Units
Senior Urban Design Engineer & Blueprint for Urban Design: Rich Crossler-Laird
Urban Mobility Office Deputy Director: Della Mosier
Delivery and Operations
Region 1
Traffic Manager: Shyam Sharma
Traffic Design Manager: Ali Eghtedari
Region ITS/Traffic Engineer: Kate Freitag
Region Access Management Engineer: vacant
Region 2
Traffic Manager: Keith Blair
Traffic Operations Engineer: Dorothy Upton
Traffic Design Engineer: Christy LaFleur
Region Access Management Engineer: (Brian) Scott Nelson
Region 3
Traffic Manager: Jered Carpenter
Region Traffic Engineer: Ray Lapke
Region Access Management Engineer: Aaron Brooks
Region 4
Traffic Manager: Mark Barrett
Region Access Management Engineer: Dave Knitowski
Region 5
Region Traffic and Access Management Engineer: Jeff Wise
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Appendix C ODOT Mobility Task Force Membership Information

Mobility Task Force Membership
ODOT Division / Unit
PDAD & Freight Planning
Region 1 Planning
Region 1 Major Projects
Region 2 Planning
Region 2 Operations and
Maintenance
Region 3 Representative
Region 4 Representative
Region 5 Representative
Urban Mobility Office
Urban Mobility Office
Technical Services
Public Transportation and Active
Transportation
Climate Office
TPAU

Member
Erik Havig (chair)
Jon Makler
Kristen Stallman
Ken Shonkwiler
Dorothy Upton

Email
Erik.M.HAVIG@odot.state.or.us
Jon.MAKLER@odot.state.or.us
Kristen.STALLMAN@odot.state.or.us
Kenneth.D.SHONKWILER@odot.state.or.us
Dorothy.j.UPTON@odot.state.or.us

Michael Baker
David Knitowski
Teresa
Penninger
Garet Prior
Alyssa Cameron
Rich CrosslerLaird
Susan Peithman

Michael.BAKER@odot.state.or.us
David.KNITOWSKI@odot.state.or.us
Teresa.B.PENNINGER@odot.state.or.us

Amanda Pietz
Brian Dunn

Amanda.PIETZ@odot.state.or.us
Brian.G.DUNN@odot.state.or.us
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Garet.PRIOR@odot.state.or.us
Alyssa.CAMERON@odot.state.or.us
Rich.CROSSLER-LAIRD@odot.state.or.us
Susan.PEITHMAN@odot.state.or.us

